CV02A.  Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm

REV.3. 01.12.18 TKH
CV03A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, \( X \approx 300 \text{mm} \). Max. 300 \text{mm}

(exs. length 1980 \text{mm} = 1980-15-15/300=6,5 round up to 7 hole, 1980-15-15/7, \( X = 278,5 \text{mm} \))
CV04A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without bottom rows drilled)
CV05A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without top rows drilled)
CV06A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without top and bottom rows drilled)
CV07A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm CV03A without bottom rows drilled)
CV08A.

Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm (CV03A without top rows drilled)
CV09A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm (CV03A without top and bottom rows drilled)
CV10A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, cc300mm (CV02A with 20mm side distance)
CV11A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X=300mm. Max. 300mm (CV03A with 20mm side distance)
CV12A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, cc300mm (CV02A with 30mm edge distance)
CV13A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm (CV03A with 30mm edge distance)
CV14A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without right side drilled)
CV15A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without left side drilled)
CV16A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without center drilled)
CV17A. Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm
without center and edge drilling

REV.3. 01.12.18 TKH
CV18A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A with different edge/side distance)
CV19A.  
Steni Colour  
Vertical fixing, X=300mm. Max. 300mm  
(CV02A with 30mm edge distance)
CV20A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (CV02A without right side and top drilled)
CV21A.  Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm
(CV03A without right side drilled)
Disclaimer, Drill pattern and amount of screws is not according to Steni technical approve for fixing panels. See drill code CV02A
CV24A.  Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm

(CV03A without center drilling)
CV25A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm
(CV03A with 30mm edge and side distance)
CV26A.    Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm
(CV03A with different edge/side distance)
CV27A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm
(CV03A with different side distance)
CV28A.

Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, cc400mm

REV.1. 22.05.19 JMK
CV29A. Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm
(CV03A with 30mm side distance)
CV30A. Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, drilling only top and bottom

Disclaimer, Drill pattern and amount of screws is not according to Steni technical approve for fixing panels. See drill code CV02A
CV31A.

Steni Colour

Vertical fixing, cc400mm
CV32A.  Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm, with 60mm from edges
CV33A. Steni Colour
Vertical fixing, with 30mm edges and 15mm sides (CV02A with 30mm edge distance)
CV34A.  
Steni Colour  
Vertical fixing, X≈300mm. Max. 300mm  
(CV25A with only left side drilled)

Disclaimer, Drill pattern and amount of screws is not according to Steni technical approval for fixing panels. We do not recommend edges/side distance more than 70mm, (see CV02A). Non-conformity will be the customer's responsibility.
Disclaimer, Drill pattern and amount of screws is not according to Steni technical approval for fixing panels. We do not recommend edges/side distance more than 70mm, *(see CV02A)*. Non-conformity will be the customer's responsibility.